The quiz will be mostly on the topics and discussions since the first quiz. However, some concepts covered before the first quiz may be needed to understand and explain the class contents following the first quiz.

Key things to review for the quiz:

- Reading assignments and discussions
- Lectures (including guests on Debater, Healthcare, AI fairness, and Adversarial AI) and discussions
- Slides (when used)

Things **not** on the quiz:

- how to use Watson Assistant, WebHooks, Discovery, or other Watson Services
- team projects

As I said in class, the quiz will be focused on understanding and application of the ideas we have discussed. Since it is *open book* a memorization quiz would be pointless.

Once you begin, you will have 75 minutes to complete the quiz. All quizzes must be completed between 10AM EDT Wednesday 26 May and Friday 28 May 10AM EDT. To determine your equivalent local time from these times you can use the converter [here](#).